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A GOOD WALK 
SPOILED? 

Yes, I have adopted/adapted 
Mark Twain’s description of 
golf. Many of you will have 
substituted walks in a group for 
your habitual hash, and are now 
perhaps asking what makes 
hashing so special? While 
walking calmly you get much 
more time to admire the scenery, 
to identify flowers or trees, to 
take in the landscape; a sustained 
conversation is possible, even 
desirable, which is out of the 
question for anyone who takes 
checks seriously. 

Well, it cannot be a surprise 
that a sociable walk is one of 
life’s greater pleasures; and I 
should not exaggerate. Hashers 
do talk to each other while on the 
trail, sometimes at astonishing 
lengths; and we all take pleasure 
in what we see while running, 
even if much of our attention is 
on finding blobs of flour. My 
reports often comment on the 
visual delights offered by a trail 

 

in attractive areas. Yet these 
walks as lockdown is eased have 
been very pleasant. And a 
sociable drink at the end 
corresponds well to our gathering 
before the Circle. So why are we 
all so eager to resume the real 
thing? 

It is not mere numbers, even 
though (as I write at least, things 
may have changed before this is 
published) we are restricted to 
groups of 6. One could well 
imagine a mass walk, like the 
famous invasion of Kinder Scout, 
with numbers greater than on a 
Surrey hash (and I feel mildly ill 
at ease on a joint hash, like our 
CAMRA trails, when we are over 
100). So no, it is not numbers that 
make the difference. Nor the 
speed – and these days, heaven 
help us, we are not fast. Any 
determined walker can keep up 
with our front runners, though 
without joining in the checks. 
Indeed, some do; Oi You and Dr 

Death seldom break into a trot, and 
keep pace admirably. 

The answer I suggest lies in 
purposiveness. We are active for a 
reason, to respond to the challenges 
laid down by the hare(s), to latch 
onto the plans behind the trail. 
There is an intellectual element, a 
steely determination not to be 
defeated or outwitted. This creates a 
unity of spirit unlikely to arise on a 
walk however agreeable the 
company. 

No seasoned Surrey hasher can 
walk anywhere in our county 
without recognising trails where we 
have run. This is especially true of 
hares, who take their recces at much 
the same speed as walkers, and 
examine the scene with more fixed 
attention than most will think 
appropriate. (This, gentle reader, is 
your opportunity for an examination 
of conscience: Have you laid as 
many trails as you should? Did you 
give them adequate preparation? 
How could they have been 

improved? Have you used the 
lockdown interruption to your 
customary life to recce your next 
contribution?) These remarks are 
particularly pertinent at junctions; 
the walk leader – if you have one – 
will decide where to go next, while 
the others, who have laid trails 
there, will recall how that junction 
was reached and where the trail 
went next. Allow me to add a 
personal admission: my trails tend 
to follow a simple perimeter, 
basically a rectangle or an ellipse, 
say, though I greatly admire the 
inventiveness of hares who 
introduce zigs and zags and radical 
changes as a surprise. Baffle the 
expectations of the pack! 

Now, a companionable walk 
with intelligent conversation is one 
of life’s greatest pleasures. But 
there is also a case for walking 
alone, famously made two 
centuries ago by Hazlitt: the mind 
when one is solitary goes into 
overdrive, permits novel 
juxtapositions of thought with the 
prospect of reaching new insights 
and conclusions. One of my rules 
for talking to others, though I do 
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not always live up to it, is never 
to say anything I have said 
before. Yes, a counsel of 
perfection, but well worth trying. 
Most people become tedious and 
predictable by repeating 
themselves. And what better 
setting for walking alone than 
setting out to do a recce? Now, 
there is a distinction between 
observation and exhortation. So I 

am here repeating myself; there is a 
good maxim for anything you want 
to be grasped and retained. “First I 
tell them what I shall say; then I say 
it: and afterwards I tell them what I 
have said” Or, as a much finer mind 
than I once put it: “What I tell you 
three times is true!”. So get out there 
and do a recce! 
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O ye of little faith, and I 
was one! We thought that 
Atalanta was really 
chancing her arm with 
separate Zoom meeting 
rooms, but no, it all went 
like clockwork. Admittedly, 
because of low numbers, 
we only used two of her 
three rooms with Atty 
peeking in [there’s a joke 
there!] to see how near we 
were to completion. Despite 
her warnings, some could 
not resist voting for the non
-existent Team Three. 
When the target hash tag 
was “Uncle Gerry” the 
gloves came off with a 
vengeance. I didn’t realise 
that it would be so much 
more fun as a group 
activity. The honourable 
result was a draw. 

 

I completed my COVID-
19 Principal Drug Trial. I 
never received the Swab 
Test and being very non-
essential, I don’t qualify for 
a blood test. I did receive a 
£20 Argos voucher, so, a 
result!  

I received what I first 
thought was a crank phone 
call, it sounded like a 
rooster crowing. But no, I 
began to pick out the strains 
of “Happy Birthday”. It was 
Lord Raleigh with his old 
‘armonica! Somehow I feel 
a year older, but still young 
at heart. (see piccy, left)  

 

I confess to having been 
more than a little 

scathing about 
Homeopathy, mainly 
because I think it’s a load 
of bollocks. Poor old 

Hahnemann, in the late 18th 
century, was no worse a 
quacksalver than his 
contemporaries. His 
remedies were in fact a lot 
better, being harmless and 
all, albeit ineffectual. He 
didn’t know about 
Avogadro’s scientific 
research which proves that 
because of the extreme 
dilutions (FYI, à la 007, it 
has to be shaken, not stirred, 
or it doesn’t work!), there 
would be almost zero 
chance of consuming any 
active ingredient.  

Some of the modern 
homeopathists accept this 
but in order to explain the 
efficacy, propose that water 
has property whereby it 
retains a “memory” of what 
was once in it. 

This is very interesting. 
Over geological time, all of 
the water on Earth has been 
in contact with every 
organic and inorganic 
compound there is. This, 
surely, means that a glass of 
tap water should cure just 
about anything! 

 

Groan time: 
 

What’s the difference 
between COVID-19 and 
Romeo and Juliet? One’s 
the coronavirus and the 
other’s a Verona crisis. 

 

What do you call panic-
buying of sausage and 
cheese in Germany? The 
wurst-kase scenario. 

 

Previously you would 
cough to cover up a fart. 
Now, with COVID-19, you 
fart to cover up a cough. 

 

On On!   Master Bates 

Dregs + Atty 

77 Sunset Strip! 


